MOTION #2 BY ROD MOORE

Move that the Council adopt the preliminary revised rebuilding plans under proposed FMP amendment 16-4 as show in Agenda Item F.1.a, Attachment 5 with the following change:

on page 27, add to the end of the last full paragraph in Section 4.0 -

“As provided by Section 303(b)(11) of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, the Council may establish a research reserve for any stock, including an overfished stock, that is within the ABC but above and separate from the OY for that stock.”

on page 35, at the end of Section 4.5.2, add the following paragraph -

“Fishing communities need a sustainable fishery that is safe, well-managed, and profitable; that provides jobs and incomes; that contributes to the local social fabric, culture, and image of the community; and that helps market the community and its services and products.”

more said - these goals taken from a study done in UK - from steve's slide - it goes
M.V. Lingcod → all vs. PA said the value is
55/58 N, not address S; ask for CA's help.

M.V (EST) → consider all: I OY? What about request from
GAP? PA answered, he did not intend—it was meant to
be divided N/S - friendly A. DeVore asked LST? reports OY's
yes said PA.

M.V. Lingcod → 8' of 42' asked for 612 mt for OY
PA paid 40'10 policy

M.V said it is status quo,
PA accept BA accept

motion 16 passed

M.V motion #17 reconsider #116
OY's minor south
nearshore species

Second is Ticehurst

passed

#18 OY → M.V./D.T. passed
for OY minor south - 1904
nearshore species - 564

Mr. Moore said gobber is in remaining, you are making a correction?
J.O.- M.V's motion consistent w/ intent